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1. ATAD Background
1999
€ Single Currency
2007-2009
Financial Crisis
2012
European Commission Communication: Action Plan to strengthen the fight against tax
fraud and tax evasion
2013
OECD Action Plan on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting
2016
European Commission Communication: Anti-Tax Avoidance Package: Next steps
towards delivering effective taxation and greater tax transparency in the EU

1. ATAD Background
European Union & Corporate Tax
Non-harmonized tax: no EU jurisdiction
Unanimity for decisions needed

The four freedoms: freedom of movement of goods, people, services and capital
over borders.
EU Directives related to Corporate Tax
90/434/EEC (2009/133/EC): Merger, Divisions, Partial Divisions, Transfers of Assets and
Exchanges of Shares
90/435/EEC (2011/96/EU): Dividends: Parent – Subsidiary
2003/49/EC: Interest and Royalties Payments

2. What’s new: ATAD Directive
COUNCIL DIRECTIVE (EU) 2016/1164
of 12 July 2016
laying down rules against tax avoidance practices

that directly affect the functioning of the internal market
Whereas:

(1) The current political priorities in international taxation highlight the need for ensuring that
tax is paid where profits and value are generated. It is thus imperative to restore trust in the
fairness of tax systems and allow governments to effectively exercise their tax sovereignty.
These new political objectives have been translated into concrete action recommendations in
the context of the initiative against base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS) by the Organisation
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).

2. What’s new: Interest Limitation Rule (from 2019)

Exceeding borrowing costs shall be deductible in the tax period in which they are
incurred only up to 30 percent of the taxpayer's earnings before interest, tax,
depreciation and amortization (EBITDA).

By derogation from paragraph 1, the taxpayer may be given the right

- to deduct exceeding borrowing costs up to € 3.000.000
- to fully deduct exceeding borrowing costs if the taxpayer is a standalone entity
Loans which were concluded before 17 June 2016 and loans used to fund a longterm public infrastructure project may be excluded.

Where the taxpayer is a member of a consolidated group for financial accounting
purposes, the taxpayer may be given special rules for fully or partially deduct
exceeding borrowing costs.

2. What’s new: Exit Taxation (from 2020)

A taxpayer shall be subject to tax at an amount equal to the market value of the
transferred assets, at the time of exit of the assets, less their value for tax purposes.
A taxpayer shall be given the right to defer the payment of an exit tax by paying it
in instalments over five years, it assets are trasferred in UE Member State or in a
third country that is party to the EEA Agreement. Interest may be charged in
accordance with the legislation of the Member State and taxpayers may also be
required to provide a guarantee as a condition for deferring the payment.

Where the transfer of assets, tax residence or the business carried on by a
permanent establishment is to another Member State, that Member State shall
accept the value established by the Member State of the taxpayer or of the
permanent establishment as the starting value of the assets for tax purposes, unless
this does not reflect the market value.

2. What’s new: CFC Rule (from 2019)
Conditions:
- direct / indirect participation of more than 50% of the voting rights or directly /
indirectly more than 50% of capital or entitled to receive more than 50 of the profits
- actual corporate tax paid on its profits < 50% corporate tax in the Member State of the
controlling taxpayer
Option a
Specific categories of non-distributed income (e.g. passive incomes)
Not applicable: where the CFC company carries on a substantive economic activity
supported by staff, equipment, assets and premises, as evidenced by relevant facts and
circumstances
Derogation: no CFC one if 30% or less of the income falls within the specific categories
(e.g. passive incomes)

2. What’s new: CFC Rule (from 2019)
Option b

Income of arising from non-genuine arrangements which have been put in place for the
essential purpose of obtaining a tax advantage.
An arrangement or a series thereof shall be regarded as non-genuine to the extent that
the entity or permanent establishment would not own the assets or would not have
undertaken the risks which generate all, or part of, its income if it were not controlled by a
company where the significant people functions, which are relevant to those assets and
risks, are carried out and are instrumental in generating the controlled company's income.
Income to be included in the tax base of the taxpayer shall be limited to amounts
generated through assets and risks which are linked to significant people functions carried
out by the controlling company. The attribution of CFC income shall be calculated in
accordance with the arm's length principle.

2. What’s new: Check correct transposition!
10 non-transposition procedures initiated (March 2019)

Belgium

France

Czech Republic

Cyprus

Denmark

Latvia

Greece

Portugal

Spain

United Kingdom

2. What’s new: Check correct transposition!
Submit a complaint to the European Commission
If the European Commission decides that your complaint is founded and initiates a formal
infringement procedure against the country in question

AIDC Milano (Assocition of Chartered Accountants of Milan) already submitted a complaint
to the European Commission with reference to transponsition of CFC rules deriving from
ATAD Directive in Italian domestic law.

The complain is related to Passive Income definition and the non-appealable preliminary
ruling

2. What’s new: General anti-abuse rule
Article 6
1. For the purposes of calculating the corporate tax liability, a Member State shall ignore
an arrangement or a series of arrangements which, having been put into place for the
main purpose or one of the main purposes of obtaining a tax advantage that defeats the
object or purpose of the applicable tax law, are not genuine having regard to all relevant
facts and circumstances. An arrangement may comprise more than one step or part.
2. For the purposes of paragraph 1, an arrangement or a series thereof shall be
regarded as non-genuine to the extent that they are not put into place for valid
commercial reasons which reflect economic reality.
3. Where arrangements or a series thereof are ignored in accordance with paragraph 1,
the tax liability shall be calculated in accordance with national law.

2. What’s new: General anti-abuse rule
Whereas:
(11) General anti-abuse rules (GAARs) feature in tax systems to tackle abusive tax practices
that have not yet been dealt with through specifically targeted provisions. GAARs have
therefore a function aimed to fill in gaps, which should not affect the applicability of specific
anti-abuse rules.
Within the Union, GAARs should be applied to arrangements that are not genuine;
otherwise, the taxpayer should have the right to choose the most tax efficient structure for
its commercial affairs.
It is furthermore important to ensure that the GAARs apply in domestic situations, within
the Union and vis-à-vis third countries in a uniform manner, so that their scope and
results of application in domestic and cross-border situations do not differ.
Member States should not be prevented from applying penalties where the GAAR is
applicable.
When evaluating whether an arrangement should be regarded as non-genuine, it could be
possible for Member States to consider all valid economic reasons, including financial
activities.

2. What’s new: Interpretation of CJEU
Primacy of EU law: all jurisdictions of member states must align themselves
with the interpretation of a European law decided by the Court of Justice of EU
The Court has jurisdiction to give preliminary rulings on the interpretation of the Treaty
and of acts of the Community institutions

Consequently, where questions submitted by national courts concern the interpretation
of a provision of Community law, the Court is, in principle, obliged to give a ruling
The Court has repeatedly held that it has jurisdiction to give preliminary rulings on
questions concerning Community provisions in situations where the facts of the cases
being considered by the national courts were outside the scope of Community law but
where those provisions had been rendered applicable either by domestic law or merely
by virtue of terms in a contract
(Case C-28/95 - Leur-Bloem)

2. What’s new: Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU

Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU (2000/C 364/01) is applicable
Article 41: Right to good administration
the right of every person to be heard, before any individual measure which would
affect him or her adversely is taken
Article 47: Right to an effective remedy and to a fair trial

Article 48: Presumption of innocence and right of defence
Ref. C-419/14 Webmind Licenses

2. What’s new: The Danish Cases

On 26 February 2019, the Court of Justice of the European
Union (CJEU) issued its judgments in T Denmark and Y Denmark
vs. the Danish Ministry of Taxation (Joined Cases C-116/16
and C-117/16 – “the dividend cases”) and in N Luxembourg 1, X
Denmark A/S, C Danmark I and Z Denmark ApS vs. the Danish
Ministry of Taxation (Joined Cases C‐115/16, C‐118/16,
C‐119/16 and C‐299/16 – “the interest cases”)

The underlying question of the cases was whether dividend and interest payments
were exempt from withholding tax, when the payments were made from a Danish
company to a company resident within the EU if the payments were fully or partially
passed on to an ultimate parent company resident in a third country

2. What’s new: The Danish Cases

New and unexpected developments:

Extension of the direct application of directives to the taxpayer’s detriment in cases
of abuse to the field of direct taxation

Where there is a fraudulent or abusive practice, the national authorities and courts
are to refuse a taxpayer the exemption of interest payments from any taxes even if
there are no domestic or agreement-based provisions providing for such a refusal

2. What’s new: The Danish Cases

New and unexpected developments:

Interpretation of the term beneficial owner in international tax law, importing OECD
guidance into EU law

Only beneficial owners are eligible for the benefits of EU Directives

The concept of ‘beneficial owner of the interest’, within the meaning of Directive
2003/49, must therefore be interpreted as designating an entity which actually
benefits from the interest that is paid to it

2. What’s new: The Danish Cases

New and unexpected developments:

Adoption of literal interpretation of the ‘subject to tax’ requirement

Should it have to be found that the interest received is in fact exempt in that
respect from corporate income tax in Luxembourg, it would then have to be stated
that that company cannot therefore be regarded as being a ‘company of a Member
State’

2. What’s next: ATAD 2
COUNCIL DIRECTIVE (EU) 2017/952
of 29 May 2017
amending Directive (EU) 2016/1164

as regards hybrid mismatches with third countries

Whereas:
(7) In order to provide for a framework that is consistent with and no less effective than the
OECD BEPS report on Action 2, it is essential that Directive (EU) 2016/1164 also include rules
on hybrid transfers, imported mismatches and address the full range of double deduction
outcomes, in order to prevent taxpayers from exploiting remaining loopholes

3. What’s next: Hybrid mismatches (from 2020)

Double deduction or deduction without inclusion

Tax residency mismatches
Based in BEPS actions
Relevant for associated enterprises
Primary and secondary rules whereby the Member State concerned either denies the
deduction of a payment, expenses or losses or requires the taxpayer to include the
payment in its taxable income.

3. What’s next:
Reverse hybrid mismatches (from 2022)

Where one or more associated non-resident entities holding in aggregate a direct or
indirect interest in 50 per cent or more of the voting rights, capital interests or rights to a
share of profit in a hybrid entity that is incorporated or established in a Member State are
located in a jurisdiction or jurisdictions that regard the hybrid entity as a taxable person,
the hybrid entity shall be regarded as a resident of that Member State and taxed on its
income to the extent that that income is not otherwise taxed under the laws of the
Member State or any other jurisdiction
The rule shall not apply to a collective investment vehicle (an investment fund or
vehicle that is widely held, holds a diversified portfolio of securities and is subject to
investor-protection regulation in the country in which it is established)

3. What’s next: Reportable cross-border arrangements
COUNCIL DIRECTIVE (EU) 2018/822
of 25 May 2018
amending Directive 2011/16/EU as regards mandatory
automatic exchange of information in the field of taxation in
relation to reportable cross-border arrangements
Whereas:
(5) It is necessary to recall how certain financial intermediaries and other providers of
tax advice seem to have actively assisted their clients in concealing money offshore.
(6) The reporting of potentially aggressive cross-border tax-planning arrangements can
contribute effectively to the efforts for creating an environment of fair taxation in the
internal market. In this light, an obligation for intermediaries to inform tax authorities of
certain cross-border arrangements that could potentially be used for aggressive tax
planning would constitute a step in the right direction.

3. What’s next:
Reportable cross-border arrangements

Each Member State shall take the necessary measures to require intermediaries to file
information that is within their knowledge, possession or control on reportable crossborder arrangements with the competent authorities within 30 days
Member States shall lay down the rules on penalties applicable to infringements of
national provisions adopted pursuant to this Directive
The penalties provided for shall be effective, proportionate and dissuasive
Member States shall adopt and publish, by 31 December 2019 at the latest, the laws,
regulations and administrative provisions necessary to comply with this Directive
They shall apply those provisions from 1 July 2020

3. What’s next: Rethink business structure
HNWI
B holding
CH p.e.
information to authority (Directive 2018/822)
royalties payment

withholding tax:
0% directive / 5% treaty / 30% domestic law
ITA S.r.l.

hybrid structure = no cost deduction = 24% corporate tax

3. What’s next: Rethink business structure
Il Sole 24 Ore – 25 April 2019

3. What’s next: Rethink business structure
Now “Milan Model” it is worth about a budget package
Apple…………………………………€
Google……………………………….€
Amazon……………………………..€
Facebook……………………………€
Credit Suisse………………………€
Jersey Trust (Riva familiy)….€
Kering (expected) .…………….€

318.000.000
306.000.000
100.000.000
100.000.000
110.000.000
1.100.000.000
1.000.000.000

New targets: Mc Donald’s, Cisco, Western Digital

Milan Model: synergy between Tax Agency, Tax Police, Customs
Agency, Bank of Italy and Office of the Criminal Prosecutor

3. What’s next: Conclusions
1. Tax shall be paid where profits and value are generated (Interest Limitation
Rule, CFC, Exit Tax, Hybrid Mismatches, General Anti Abuse Rule)
2. Limitation of benefits of EU Directives and Treaties (Dividends, Interests and
Royalties) to beneficial owners and «subject to tax» entities
3. Common purpose of governments: any weapons are going to be used
4. Tax consultants are forced to become “informers” of Authorities on crossborder arrangements
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